Theatre’s rising star
Chris Herden interviews the winner of the
state’s top performance award
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the gutter, she is an incredibly strong person.
The petite starlet is tight-lipped when it
She works very hard, is strong willed and is a
comes to divulging information about the callvery caring person as well,” says Zanetti.
back auditions she has coming up in Sydney
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Festival and describes her as an exceptional
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people. My parents actually sat me down,
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and said ‘we think you should really give this
works her butt off to give it all she’s got. I
a go because you’re great and you’ll regret it if
collaborated with her on War Crimes, a piece
you don’t’.”
about war, violence and girl gangs; a tough
Fortunately Zanetti heeded that sound
piece of writing that was both emotionally and
advice and she is now a star in the making.
physically harrowing. Zanetti ate it up. She
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